Parole Revocation Hearings 2011

- 340 parole revocation hearings were held in 2011
- Age Demographics:
  - Age Group 20-30: 102 parolees
  - Age Group 31-40: 95 parolees
  - Age Group 41-50: 87 parolees
  - Age 51 and above: 56 parolees
- Race Demographics:
  - 46% Caucasian
  - 36% Native Alaskan/American
  - 12% Black
  - 4% Asian/Pacific Island
  - 2% Hispanic/Indian/Unknown
- Gender Demographics:
  - 92% Male
  - 8% Female
- Top parole conditions violated: No Alcohol, No Drugs, and Obey Laws/Orders
2011 Revocations: Decisions Made by Board

- Revoke & Reparole: 74%
- Rescind: 4%
- Continued: 6%
- Reprimand & Warn: 1%
- Revoke & Deny: 15%
2011 Revocation Hearings: Months on Parole Prior to Violation

- 65% of cases involved parolees who had been on parole for 0-6 months prior to the violation.
- 19% had been on parole for 7-12 months.
- 8% had been on parole for 13-18 months.
- 6% had been on parole for 19-24 months.
- 2% had been on parole for 25+ months.